
SMART BOOKS
FROM PEASOUP

Smart Book – a completely unique 
Reading experience with book & app.

What is a Smart Book?
A smart book combines a physical book 
with an app.
The books contain interesting exciting 
tasks, that are solved through scanning the 
books pictures with a smartphone or tablet. 
In this book series you are the hero of your 
own story and choose your own way 
through the book's chapters. The books are 
made for 8–13-year-old readers and their 
parents. 

The FREE app can be downloaded on 
Google Play or Apples AppStore and works 
on both phones and tablets.
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How it works!
The books are designed with 
Augmented Reality, that the audience 
knows from gaming and apps. Scan a 
picture and solve the puzzle to 
continue the story.

Smart Book is a new reading
experience!



SMARTBOOK BØGER
FRA PEASOUP

FIREMASTER - BOOK 1
You are the hero in your own story. You are first 
student with the fire master, and you need to help, 
since the magic has been corrupted by a special 
form of evil spirit magic.

Throughout the story you will have to learn 
conjurations and solve puzzles and mathematical 
challenges on an app while you read. Firemaster is 
96 pages filled with challenging tasks and an 
exciting story.

The FREE app can be downloaded on both google 
play or the app store and therefore works on all 
phones and tablets.

Firemaster

Author Søren Jønsson
Published by Peasoup ApS
Original language Danish
Pages 96
MRSP: 12 USD
Format: Hardcover
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THE ARCHMAGE TOWER - BOOK 2

The Archmage Tower is the second book in the 
Smart Book series. You are the First Student of 
the Firemaster, and you have together traveled 
to the Archmage Tower, to fight the evil 
Soulmage Nexus.

Throughout the story you will have to gather 
spells that can help you. In your story you will 
meet funny wizards, mystical challenges and 
logical tasks. This book will give you an entirely 
new and unique reading experience.

The FREE app can be downloaded on Google 
Play or Apples AppStore and works on both 
phones and tablets.

The Archmage Tower

Author Søren Jønsson
Published by Peasoup ApS
Original language Danish
Pages 126
MRSP: 15 USD
Format Hardcover
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THE GLOOM DRAGON - BOOK 3
The third book in the series the reader is a student 
of fighting. Equipped with sword and shield, the 
reader chooses their own path trough the story

The ferocious Gloom Dragon threatens the little 
hamlet, if it doesn't get enough gold. Adventure 
down into the deep caverns, find exciting treasures 
and fight monsters

As a new feature, this book contains a combat 
system, that needs to be played in the app to defeat 
opponents. 

The FREE app can be downloaded on Google Play 
or Apples AppStore and works on both phones and 
tablets.

The Gloom Dragon

Author Søren Jønsson
Published by Peasoup ApS
Original language Danish
Pages 126
MRSP: 15 USD 
Format Hardcover
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The Wonder Sword - BOOK 4
The fourth book in the series has the reader being a 
Swordfighter. Equipped with sword and shield, the 
reader chooses their own path trough the story

Discover a new and exciting adventure, where YOU 
are the hero, and where the books tasks are solved 
in the app, whereafter you continue to read in the 
book. The adventure is a quest for the Wonder 
Sword.
In this book we have refined the combat system, 
that can be played in the app to defeat opponents.

READ A BOOK WHERE THE BOOK IS ALSO A 
GAME!

The FREE app can be downloaded on Google Play 
or Apples AppStore and works on both phones and 
tablets.

The Wonder Sword

Author Søren Jønsson
Published by Peasoup ApS
Original language Danish
Pages 126
MRSP: 15 USD 
Format Hardcover

COVER N/A YET
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THE TEAM
The author Søren Jønsson, has been a screenwriter and has producer on a long list of PC 
games for kids, comprising of: Pixeline, Hugo the Troll, Kaj & Andrea (DR), Flunkerne/Los 
Xunguis and many others. With more than a 100 children's games Søren has created dialog 
and game experiences for countless children the last 20 years. All this experience comes to 
show in the entirely new reading experience Smart Books are.

Graphics and game designer Brian Bak Jensen has spent the last 20 years being an artist 
and designer on Pixeline, Hugo the Troll and many other children's games. Brian can 
through his illustrations create pictures in children's  imagination and is a master of User 
Interfaces. 

Programmer Mikkel Johansen is a multi talent, who can program in Unity, make 3D 
models, animate, make music and finally he also has an educations as a data mathematician 
and schoolteacher. Mikkel is the engine in Peasoup and you can follow him on YouTube as 
“Digismeden”, where he shows how to make your own games

Søren Jønsson
CEO, Screenwriter, Author and 
Producer

Brian Bak Jensen
Illustrator, Designer, 

Mikkel Johansen
Programmer, 3D modeller



NEW Collaboration -
Between Peasoup & Lakserytteren
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We collaborate strategically our marketing and 
sales efforts with Lakserytteren in the form of 
announcements on social media, visiting 
bookstores, PR, Influencer marketing and a lot of 
other exciting stuff.

Additionally, Laksrytterens upcoming book:”
Legends from Odysïa 2 - Månebibliotekets 
forbandelse “ will also be a Smart Book with its own 
app and tasks.

For more info see www.peasoup.dk

X

http://www.peasoup.dk/


LEGENDS FROM ODYSÏA

The Curse of the Moon Library
ODYSÏA - BOOK 2
This is book number 2 in its series and the magical universe 
of Odysïa and the unlucky boy York, who by accident turned 
of the sun. York must with his friends Nomi and Blast, on 
another exciting adventure filled with mystical old books and 
try to solve the Månebibliotekets big secret, but they find 
something much more fateful…

The book is written by the YouTube star, Lakserytteren, and 
is a Smart Book, which can be read in conjunction with a free 
app

in the app Lakserytterens followers and fans on social media 
have been a part of developing the book and solving 
drawing tasks. As a reader you can yourself try and solve the 
tasks or play small games with the characters from the book 
while you read

The FREE app can be downloaded on both Google Play or 
the AppStore and works on both phones and tablets.

The Curse of the Moon Library

Author Rasmus Kolbe
Published by Peasoup ApS
Original language Danish
Pages: 502
MRSP: 39 USD 
Format Hardcover
Target age: 9-13
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The secret of the Gluttonians
ODYSÏA - BOOK 1
The book is written by the author Rasmus Kolbe, aka 
Lakserytteren on social media, with the purpose of 
motivating children's and teenagers to draw more and be 
more imaginative.

The book conjures a magical world and a home for a mess of 
powerful magical and mystical creatures. One of them is 
York, and he is likely the unluckiest boy out of all of them. 
Banished by his clan York must flee deep, deep into the 
mighty woods called the Djånglen, where he meets beasts 
with peculiar magical fur and glow in the dark bodies, 
Kantaralfer, whose skin is covered in mushrooms and an odd 
girl with deadly magical powers

The book is an interactive novel, written together with the 
authors followers on social media. The followers actively 
participate trough drawing tasks, workshops, videos and 
comments directly over social media and is in that way very 
close to the process of making the book…

SOLD

Books
+10.000

The Secret of the Gluttonians

Author Rasmus Kolbe
Published by Peasoup ApS
Original language Danish
Pages: 396
MRSP: 39 USD 
Format Hardcover
Target age: 9-13
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Draw with Lakse 
– Drawing book!
Draw with Lakse is the perfect book for 
you, if you want to be better at drawing 
and practice your imagination. Filled 
with 53,5 silly drawing tasks, that will 
really get your imagination going.

MUST
HAVE!

Draw with lakse

Author Rasmus Kolbe
Published by Peasoup ApS
Original language Danish
Pages 120
MRSP: 20 USD 
Format Softcover
Target age: 6-12


